HERITAGE SITES in Vietnam

This itinerary brings you to Vietnam’s most impressive and inspiring UNESCO-listed attractions.

HA LONG
Known for striking seascapes, Ha Long is blessed with brilliant emerald water, dramatic karsts and hidden caves. See it all on an overnight cruise.

NINH BINH
The former capital of Northern Vietnam is a surreal place, where submerged rivers mirror jungle-clad cliffs. Enjoy the views on a paddleboat tour.

HUE
Set along the Perfume River, Hue was the feudal capital of the Nguyen Dynasty. Take time to explore the emperors’ tombs and Hue Citadel.

HOI AN
Hoi An’s lantern-lined streets are some of the most photogenic in Vietnam. Outside the Ancient Town are peaceful rice paddies, beaches and rivers.

MY SON
My Son was built between the 4th and 13th centuries. These temples and towers in the forest are remarkable vestiges of the Champa civilisation.

DAY 1
Hit the highlights of Ninh Binh on a day trip from Hanoi.

DAY 2
Relax and explore in Ha Long Bay on an overnight cruise.

DAY 3
Wake up on the bay, then fly to Hue in Central Vietnam where you can walk along the Perfume River at sunset, and try Hue’s famous food.

DAY 4
Discover Hue’s historic attractions and riverside culture.

DAY 5
Go over the Hai Van Pass to Hoi An, relax on the beach.

DAY 6
Pay a visit to My Son Sanctuary where Cham temple ruins lie buried deep in the forest, then return to shop and dine in the Ancient Town.